During the final hours, I felt
Qualitative Feedback * 99 responses --79 wrote comments * Set questions -provided scope to add depth * 3 questions that focussed on: * How to make care provided in ICU better? * Comments on things we did well * Comments/suggestions may be helpful to staff in the hospital * 44/79 responded * 30 stated 'nothing' or 'no' on the continuum * 'Everything was perfect, superb' * 'I think the team does a FANTASTIC job! The area could definitely benefit from an upgrade though…' * 'No, Very efficiently run and supportive during difficult times.' * 'Absolutely none all staff were amazing had all our interests at heart. Just wish they had a magic potion so dad didn't die.'
Suggestions to make care provided in the ICU better * 14/44 * 'It would have been very helpful if it was explained to us the events that led up to my wife being transferred to the ICU' * 'Maybe pre-warn family member how patient is doing before they see them. I was totally not prepared to see my mum in the state she was' * 'I appreciate the restrictions, but more frequent visits from doctors would have helped.'
Suggestions to make care provided in the ICU better . * 'My wife was reluctant to ask for the bed pan because its design was poor and she was soiled in the process of using it. Having said that, the staff were excellent in cleaning up with no fuss and little embarrassment' * 'The only thing I think that could make it better is for all staff to be aware that the stress and agitation a patient is feeling does not necessarily reflect how they are in their normal life, and being scared can have an impact on their condition.' Suggestions to make care provided in the ICU better * Unit itself -culture and atmosphere * 'A very calm and helpful atmosphere made things easier for me and my family' * 'Above all everyone in the unit was calm and gave us confidence in what was going on. It was great to be in a place where information was freely given whether we asked or not.' * 'At all times on the unit, I was made to feel welcome and people recognised me and remembered my name. Please do not underestimate how much better that makes anxious relatives feel!!' * 'On days when my partner was very agitated, I received a great deal of emotional support from staff and was encouraged to help in his care where it was appropriate. That gave me a great feeling of being able to do something rather than just observing and feeling helpless.' * 'Everything -you saved my mother's life -happy to be a tax payer with such a dedicated, quality service available!' * 'Access at all times. Made to feel welcome.' * 'Absolutely no complaints when husband in beds 1-9. Felt that (Bed 12) communication not quite so good but staff always ready to stop and speak to us'
Comments on things we did well
